	


Solutions


Foundational Workshops

ValueSelling
Framework®






The ValueSelling Framework® aligns your revenue engine, enabling all customer-facing roles to compete on value and improve your CX.
Learn More

  



ValueSelling
Vortex Prospecting®






Vortex Prospecting is the multi-channel, strategically choreographed approach to sales prospecting that reliably fills the funnel. 
Learn More

  



ValueSelling
Account Planning






ValueSelling Account Planning maximizes selling efficiency by identifying high-potential opportunities and growing existing business.
Learn More

  



ValueSelling for
Marketing Professionals






Value Selling for Marketing Pros aligns marketing and sales to increase top-of-funnel activity, improve CX and build brand trust.
Learn More

  



ValueSelling for
Competitive Differentiation






Competitive Differentiation teaches teams to create compelling messaging and value propositions that result in premium pricing.
Learn More

  





Programs for Leaders & Managers

ValueSelling Framework® for the
Leader/Manager






Coaching the ValueSelling Framework® for Managers equips leaders to coach around ValueSelling behaviors and ensure training ROI.
Learn More

  



Vortex Prospecting® for the
Leader/Manager






Coaching Vortex Prospecting® for Managers develops prospecting/qualifying skills and reinforces consistent execution across teams.
Learn More

  




Revenue Technology

eValuePrompter™
RevTech Toolset






eValuePrompter™ facilitates cross-functional collaboration and increases the adoption of ValueSelling to key sales metrics.
Learn More

  



ValueSelling
Account Plan






The VSAP toolset empowers revenue teams with enhanced account intel to identify expansion opportunities and develop strategic plans.
Learn More

  





eLearning

eValueSelling™
Fundamentals






eValueSelling™ Fundamentals provides the foundation of ValueSelling vocabulary, terms, processes and concepts in under 3 hours.
Learn More

  



ValueSelling
Executive Speak™






Executive Speak™ builds business acumen and financial literacy to boost seller confidence and enable them to sell to the C-suite.
Learn More

  



ValueSelling
@Work™






ValueSelling@Work® microlearning helps your salesforce build skills, reinforce habits and achieve results immediately.
Learn More

  



Vortex
@Work™






Vortex@Work™ microlearning reinforces crucial sales prospecting habits to prime the revenue engine and reliably fill the funnel.
Learn More

  



Master Virtual
Sales Communication






Master Virtual Communications microapp is the practical way for global sales teams to improve virtual communication skills.
Learn More

  





What is ValueSelling?
Creates a common language for greater forecast accuracy, powerful deal reviews, and effective sales coaching.
Learn More

  




Case Studies
We do not sell two-day trainings. We sell results — view our client success stories.
Learn More

  










	



Services


Sales Training
Our award-winning value-based sales training was designed for salespeople, by salespeople.




Virtual Sales Training
Helping sales orgs be efficient and effective in engaging, qualifying, advancing, and closing opportunities.




Sales Coaching
Ensuring the ValueSelling Framework® is effectively installed, adopted, and leveraged continuously.









	


Who We Serve


Industries
Since 1991, the award-winning ValueSelling Framework® sales methodology has been installed and adopted by 1k+ of leading enterprises around the globe.




Roles
No matter where you sit in the organization, we have tailored solutions to match.




Locations & Languages
ValueSelling Associates deliver their programs in local languages, on local sites, on virtually every continent.









	



About


Our Team
Meet our team of associates from around the world with significant real-world experience helping organizations execute change management.




Join Our Team
ValueSelling Associates seeks Independent Sales Consultants to join our team and create a sales and delivery network for the ValueSelling Framework® sales training programs.




What is ValueSelling?
Creates a common language for greater forecast accuracy, powerful deal reviews, and effective sales coaching.




Newsroom
From press releases to bylined articles, check out the latest ValueSelling news and insights from our thought leaders. 




Contact Us
Let's talk: We'd love to discuss your top revenue challenges and proven, tailored approaches to closing the skills gap.




Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
We believe in our profession, our clients, and our company. We value diversity, equity, and inclusion.




Corporate Social Responsibility
Built on two foundations: sustainability and community involvement.









	


Results


Our Clients
Marquee clients across multiple industries in complex B2B selling environments.




Case Studies
ValueSelling clients driving results.




Industry Awards
ValueSelling is honored to be consistently ranked as a top sales training company.




The Stevie Awards
ValueSelling celebrates client success stories at the prestigious Stevie Awards.









	



Resources


Book

The Power of Value Selling is now available.
The indispensable guide to forging human-to-human connections, having better business conversations and building buyer confidence – the crucial ingredients to closing sales despite unrelenting uncertainty.
Order Today

  




Selling Guides
From prospecting to sales coaching to value-based selling, these are the ultimate sales guides.




Research and eBooks
ValueSelling’s research and ebooks provide sellers and leaders with the insights they need to build high-performing teams.




Webinars
Discover the latest value-selling tips, tricks, and techniques in these engaging webinars delivered by ValueSelling thought leaders.




Articles
These how-to articles cover the fundamentals of everything from value selling techniques to GTM strategy.




Podcasts
The B2B Revenue Executive Experience podcast helps revenue leaders train their sales and marketing teams to optimize growth.




eStore
Browse the latest ValueSelling eStore products, from books to eLearning.




From the CEO's Desk
In the Voice of Value blog, President & CEO Julie Thomas covers the latest B2B selling trends alongside proven ValueSelling concepts.




All Resources
Unlock success in sales with our curated resources. Dive into expert tips, insights and exclusive webinars to seamlessly integrate value selling into your routine. Whether you're a sales/enablement leader, marketer or individual contributor, your shortcut to driving revenue starts here.












Let's Talk





Revenue Tech

eValuePrompter™ RevTech Toolset
The eValuePrompter™ increases adoption of ValueSelling to improve sales metrics like velocity, win rates and deal size – and facilitates cross-functional collaboration to transform the customer experience across your entire revenue engine.
Schedule Your Consultation








Try eValuePrompter Free for 30 Days



How It Works

Align Your Revenue Engine & Boost Sales Productivity
Gain advanced insights into what's working and improve the customer experience by giving all customer-facing teams a common toolset – and discover an easier way to qualify prospects, manage opportunity details, accurately forecast and close bigger deals faster.
Sales Call Preparation
Sales playbooks broken down by persona and verticals. Capture critical information before, during and after calls in the voice of the customer.



Opportunity Assessment Tool
Efficiently qualify opportunities and identify areas of risk at a glance to get winnable business back on track.



Stakeholder Mapping
Engage and add value across the buying group to ensure every opportunity is multi-threaded and every unique need met.



Automated Mutual Plan Development
Effective and accurate follow-up to discovery calls using the voice of the customer.










Develop the skills to:




Improve Selling Behaviors and Measure Adoption
Easy-to-access dashboards enable advanced analytics and help track who leverages the methodology and its impact.








Maximize Selling Time
Frictionless data entry with templates, playbooks, and guides sharply reduces admin work and the time spent working inside Salesforce.








Create Accurate Forecasts
Effective and predictable deal reviews coupled with the  Opportunity Assessment tool provide a powerful, objective formula for evaluating and tracking your pipeline.








Transform Sales Coaching
Access “Helpful Hints” guidance throughout every sales cycle step to enable just-in-time coaching and access a comprehensive overview of selling behaviors to ensure sellers walk away with actionable advice.








Build a Seamless CX
The eValuePrompter ensures smooth handoffs between sales, customer success and support – and it equips marketing and enablement with insight into customer needs, desires and behavior.






Schedule Your Consultation



Deals over $100K using the eValuePrompter grew 130% to 175% more compared to those without.

Use the eValuePrompter to drive adoption and measure the significant impact of the ValueSelling Framework on your top and bottom line. Learn how you can incorporate the eValuePrompter into Salesforce and achieve these types of results:
Sales reps, managers, and account teams trained on the ValueSelling Framework realized an average 65% increase in deal size, nine months post-training.


Download the eValuePrompter Flyer






What’s New From ValueSelling
The latest webinars, articles, press, and insights from our teams around the globe.
View All Resources

  












Article
Voice of Value Blog
Research and ebook
Podcast
Selling Guide
Webinar

Episode 308: How to Win More with Less in B2B Sales with Guy Rubin
March 19, 2024

Learn More

  














Article
Voice of Value Blog
Research and ebook
Podcast
Selling Guide
Webinar

Leveraging Financial Data in Sales: Pre-call Planning Done Fast, Done Right  
March 12, 2024

Learn More

  














Article
Voice of Value Blog
Research and ebook
Podcast
Selling Guide
Webinar

Episode 307: How to Build a World-Class Enablement Function with Kelly Lewis
March 12, 2024

Learn More

  














Article
Voice of Value Blog
Research and ebook
Podcast
Selling Guide
Webinar

How to Build a World-Class Enablement Function
March 12, 2024

Learn More

  










Trusted by Leading Global Companies
See all clients

  











Join our newsletter
Sign up for the latest B2B sales insights and ValueSelling best practices.


    Comments
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